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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneous SoCs that are coupled with accelerators are becom-
ing prevalent for various deep learning applications thanks to their
outstanding flexibility and performance. However, programming
for these platforms remains hard due to their low-level program-
ming interface and complex memory systems. Meanwhile, auto-
matic code generation for tensor programs provides reasonable
performance with great accessibility and flexibility. In this work,
we bring these two topics together by proposing a flow of auto-
matic code generation for heterogeneous SoCs. We present how to
implement the proposed flow using TVM for RoCC. We also de-
velop a performance evaluation platform to enable practical auto-
matic code generation on embedded devices. Experiments using
TVM for the Gemmini GEMM accelerator demonstrate that the
generated code achieves a peak of 25.24 GIOPS under 100 MHz
clock and a best-case 3.6x speedup compared to the hand-tuned
kernels from Gemmini developers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Domain specific languages; •
Computer systems organization → Reduced instruction set
computing; • Hardware→ Hardware accelerators.
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1 INTRODUCTION
FPGA-based accelerators have become prevalent for various deep
learning training and inference workloads [5] [31] [35]. Heteroge-
neous System-on-Chip (SoC) designs that target deep learning ap-
plications, such as image classification, object detection, tracking,
and voice recognition, tend to use accelerators coupled with a CPU
to minimize the latency and maximize the throughput for these
tasks [13] [33] [14]. Such a design paradigm excels in flexibility and
can offer decent performance for various emerging applications.
The Rocket Chip [3] project is an extensible SoC generator frame-
work that allows users to easily build such a system with a RISC-V
CPU and a custom accelerator through the Rocket Custom Copro-
cessor interface, also known as RoCC. Multiple novel designs of
accelerators with the RoCC interface for common workloads such
as matrix multiplication [15], vector extensions [17], and cryptog-
raphy [28], are available through the Chipyard project [24]. It is
also possible to design custom accelerators for specific workloads
using Chisel infrastructure [2] [6].

The hardware accelerator requires high-performance, low-level
software to release its computing power to the fullest. For exam-
ple, the NVDLA [37] exposes a complicated register interface [12]
for precise control of its hardware functional units. However, it

is challenging to develop efficient software for complex heteroge-
neous systems. The software needs to map the computation into
low-level interfaces of the accelerator. It is apparent that the map-
ping process directly affects the overall throughput and latency
of the system. However, most of the current designs only provide
a low-level programming interface. This requires application de-
signers to manually write programs using low-level programming
languages such as C, which poses a significant burden on the appli-
cation developers. It also severely limits the capability to explore
the schedule space thoroughly.

Meanwhile, automatic code generation is gaining increasing at-
tention recently [18] [26] [30]. Recent works such as Halide [22]
and TVM [10] introduces the paradigm of separating computation
definition and optimization schedules to simplify the programming
and optimization. With a common Intermediate Representation
(IR), these frameworks enable efficient computation kernel gener-
ation for diverse hardware platforms such as CPUs, DSP, GPUs,
and VTAs [19]. The decoupling of schedules and computation also
makes automatic exploration of the schedule space for an optimal
configuration possible. AutoTVM [11], as part of TVM, generates
optimal kernels by iteratively exploring the parameters and tuning
the parameters in a closed feedback loop. In each tuning round, a
kernel is generated and tested on the target device for quality. The
framework then uses learning algorithms [8] to digest themeasure-
ments and use them to instruct further tuning. Recently, FlexTen-
sor also allows automatic search of schedule spaces in addition to
parameters, which further enlarges the design space and improves
the overall performance [36].

On the other hand, heterogeneous SoCs with dedicated acceler-
ators are widely used for edge computing and Internet of Things
(IoT) domains. In general, these bare-metal devices often do not
have sophisticated operating systems to abstract and manage the
peripherals bare-metal. This poses great challenges for automatic
code generation because such a system does not provide the high-
level abstractions for the hardware; thus, the programmers have
to handle them manually. Besides, due to limited I/O available on
these platforms, it is hard to interface with the device to perform
automatic code generation, profiling, or measurement.

In this work, we propose an automatic code generation frame-
work for the family of RoCC accelerators.We specialize the process
of offloading computation to external procedures, also known as
tensorization, to take the characteristics of RoCC-based accelera-
tors into consideration. We structure the computation performed
on the accelerator as tensor intrinsics to express the data flow pat-
tern of RoCC accelerators. To realize practical auto-tuning required
for automatic code generation on these RoCC platforms, we exploit
the shared memory capability found on popular FPGA platforms
to implement efficient code evaluation. Such FPGA platforms pro-
vide high-speed access to the memory of the programmable logic
via a host processor.Wemake use of this capability to work around
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Figure 1: Automatic code generation framework for RoCC accelerators.

the communication bandwidth bottleneck between the code gen-
eration server and evaluation systems. Contributions of this work
are:

• We propose a flow of automatic code generation with ten-
sorization for the family of RISC-V RoCC-based accelera-
tors.

• We formulate the design of tensor intrinsics for such accel-
erators.

• We present an efficient evaluation system for auto-tuning
during code generation for such accelerators.

Experiments using TVM to generate code for theGemmini GEMM
accelerator shows that the generated code has consistent and com-
parable performance to the hand-tuned kernels provided by Gem-
mini developers, with a peak performance of 25.14 GIOPS under
100 MHz clock and best-case speedup of 3.6x.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 RoCC Overview
The Rocket Chip Coprocessor (RoCC) is a special feature of the
Rocket Chip SoC generator to integrate custom coprocessors into
the SoC. RoCC specifies an interface between the CPU core and
the coprocessor. The CPU controls the accelerator via a custom
instruction opcode reserved for RoCC, which is sent to the accel-
erator. The accelerator accesses system memory coherently, either
via the TileLink [29] on-chip bus or over a simple interface to the
CPU L1 data cache. The RoCC interface is ideal for accelerators
that couple closely to the CPU in heterogeneous SoC designs com-
pared to traditional Memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) together with
Direct Memory Access (DMA) engines due to the elimination of
typical peripheral bus protocol overheads.

2.2 Automatic Code Generation
Traditional flows of writing software for hardware accelerators re-
quire the programmers to manually transform the code, which is
tedious and error-prone. Halide [22] allows users to specify the
computation definition and schedule definition separately to solve
this problem. The computation rules, expressed as lambda expres-
sions, define the basic structure of the resulting nested loop pro-
gram. The optimizations are structured as schedule that perform
loop transformations. This paradigm dramatically eases the devel-
opment of computation kernels, lifting the repetitive task off the
developers’ shoulders. TVM [10] takes the idea of Halide a level

further with general support for specialized hardware accelerators.
TVM supports expressing computation opaque to the TVM Do-
main Specific Language (DSL) in terms of tensor intrinsics that de-
note special hardware operations. The tensor intrinsics are imple-
mented in C to perform the actual computation. The user uses the
tensorize schedule to mark a part of a computation to be per-
formed by the tensor intrinsic. Calls to the intrinsic functions for
accelerator calls are then emitted during code generation.

All possible schedules of a kernel form the schedule space. One
way to find the optimal schedule introduced by the code generation
framework is to search the schedule space. AutoTVM, part of TVM,
does so iteratively for an efficient schedule. The AutoTVM frame-
work consists of a compile server that generates the code for the tar-
get, runners that evaluates the generated code, and a set of tuning
algorithms that accepts the performance readings and instructs fur-
ther code generation. Automatic code generation frameworks en-
able quick interface with popular deep learning frameworks. TVM,
for example, allows the user to directly import models from deep
learning frameworks that support the Relay IR [25] format, such
as PyTorch [21], TensorFlow [1], or MXNet [9].The user can either
choose existing or write custommodels in the deep learning frame-
work. The framework then generates efficient code by auto-tuning
the applications for the target hardware. Compared to the manual
design flow, this greatly improves productivity.

2.3 Performance Evaluation for SoCs
Performance evaluation on SoC platforms is not trivial. It is not
possible to use modern operating systems on these platforms due
to resource limits. Thus, a bare-metal runtime that handles com-
munication and provides basic facilities is needed. µTVM [4], a
recent addition to the TVM framework, provides a minimal run-
time for executing TVMmodules on the target devices.The project
currently uses OpenOCD, the prevalent debug translator for em-
bedded devices, to bridge TVM with the evaluation devices. The
host and device talk over the Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) de-
bug protocol, which is widely used across device manufacturers.
SoCs often use hierarchical memory to improve performance. In
the meantime, most deep learning accelerators tend to coalesce
memory transactions to improve performance, making it difficult
to accurately model cache behavior and overall performance for
the resulting system. Automatic code generation circumvents this
situation by measuring the end-to-end execution time of the pro-
gram, which implicitly takes cache operation into consideration.
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3 AUTOMATIC CODE GENERATION FOR
ROCC ACCELERATOR

3.1 Overview
The proposed automatic code generation framework for RoCC ac-
celerators is shown in Figure 1. To generate code of a DNN for the
accelerator, the user needs to provide theNN specificationwith one
of the supported deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow or
MXNet. They also need to provide the schedule template for possi-
ble optimizations.The code generation framework creates operator
definitions for the computation kernels and picks a concrete sched-
ule from the schedule space to generate the nested loop program
IR. Then, the framework offloads computation to the accelerator
per the user specified with the target-specific tensor intrinsic imple-
mentation. Specifically, the framework transforms the IR, replac-
ing loop levels marked by the schedule with calls to the intrinsics
to perform accelerator operations. The framework then lowers the
IR into C program and creates RoCC-enabled target binary of the C
program with RISC-V GCC. Finally, the auto-tuning system sends
the binary to the evaluation system and uses the performance read-
ings to pick the schedule for the next tuning round.

3.2 Intrinsic Design
With the ability to call external C functions in code generation
frameworks, it is straightforward to embed accelerator calls in the
generated code as intrinsics. However, due to accelerators in het-
erogeneous SoCs exposing their ISA with granularity that differs
significantly from design to design, it is crucial to design a intrin-
sic properly for high-performance code. In RoCC-based accelerator
designs, the ISA usually exposes explicit data movement instruc-
tions into and out of the accelerator memory. Such a pattern sug-
gests that the natural structure of the intrinsics should be in the
form of three procedures, “reset-update-finalize”, to represent the
three phases of accelerator operation:

(1) For an output region, the reset function is called first to ini-
tialize the output region in SoC memory.

(2) The update function then combines the partial results of pre-
vious computation calls for the current output region with
this round’s input data to produce the output.

(3) Finally, at the end of the intrinsic, the finalize function is
called to move output from the accelerator back to the main
memory.

For the computation of a specific region, the partial results do
not need to be transferred back to SoC memory in each round but
can stay in the accelerator memory. As memory movements are
taking time on par with computation in accelerators, this is crucial
for generating efficient code. Most DNN kernels have their input
tiled in a system with hierarchical memory [20]. RoCC accelera-
tors usually rely on the RISC-V CPU to perform tiling in order
to fit data inside accelerator memory. This results in hard limits
for the dimensions of data the intrinsic can handle; violating these
constraints would result in invalid generated code. We enforce the
constraints posed by accelerator memory size limits during code
generation. The user shall specify the constraints the device re-
quires in the intrinsic declaration. The code generation framework

checks that the input and output shapes of the intrinsic conform
to the constraints before proceeding to actual code generation.

3.3 Barrier Instruction
RoCC-based accelerator designs require explicit synchronization
to guarantee data transaction completion. This results in an asyn-
chronous memory access pattern: for the CPU to access memory
just written back from the accelerator, the software needs to insert
barrier instructions to force thememory operations to become visi-
ble to the CPU.The code generation process needs to take this into
consideration.

Two possible approaches exist to emit the required barrier in-
struction. One is to fuse the barriers into the finalize stage of the
intrinsic, resulting in an implicit barrier for each output region.The
other approach is to provide separate control overwhen to emit the
barrier instruction by using the code block annotation feature of
the code generation framework. The user annotates that a barrier
instruction should be inserted at the end of the DNN kernel. These
two approaches also result in different performance. The first ap-
proach would result in unnecessary barrier instructions in the gen-
erated code, which will impact performance due to the introduced
excessive waiting and unneeded CPU stalls. This effect may get
worse if the RISC-V CPU has more than one core due to the mem-
ory ordering requirement the barrier instruction poses on them.
The latter approach circumvents this by providing greater flexibil-
ity and better control over barrier insertion. This leads to better
performance in generated code for allowing parallel functioning
of the memory access units and the computation logic. The user
may even choose to omit the barrier to seek for cross-kernel asyn-
chronous memory operations as an optimization.

3.4 An Example of Generated Kernel
Listing 1 gives the pseudo-code for a generated GEMM kernel with
input sizes of 512×512×512 using our flow.The core computation
logic in GEMM, the multiply-add operation, is delegated to the in-
trinsic stage matmul_kernel. matmul_reset and matmul_finalize
operates on the output region for data movement. The matrix axes
are split into 8 × 64, with the axis of extent 64 bound to the in-
trinsic. We pass 512 to the intrinsic as matrix access stride. We
follow the explicit barrier approach described in Section 3.3. The
attr pragma_epilogue attribute linemarks that onememory fence
instruction is required after the i.o loop. If we choose the implicit
approach and fuse the fence instruction in matmul_finalize, a
total of 64 barrier instructions will be issued during kernel exe-
cution (two levels of loop i.o, j.o of extent 8). This means more
synchronization between memory and the accelerator and worse
performance.

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON
ACCELERATORS

Automatic code generation requires evaluation of the generated
code to acquire feedback on its quality. Such feedback is not only
crucial for choosing the best configuration but affects the search
process as well. In this section, we propose an efficient communi-
cation scheme between the code generation host and target device
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produce C {
// attr pragma_epilogue = "do_fence"
for (i.o, 0, 8) {

for (j.o, 0, 8) {
matmul_reset(access_ptr(C), 512)
for (k.o, 0, 8) {

matmul_kernel(access_ptr(A), access_ptr(B),

access_ptr(C), 512, 512, 512)}↪→

matmul_finalize(access_ptr(C), 512)}}}

Listing 1: Simplified version of an example GEMM ker-
nel. The target is expected to provide matmul_reset,
matmul_kernel, matmul_finalize, and do_fence as C func-
tions.

for efficient evaluation during code generation. We present the de-
sign of the Rocket Chip-based evaluation platform as an implemen-
tation of the proposed communication scheme.

4.1 Communication Scheme
Code generation frameworks feature device-host interfaces to per-
form arbitrary code evaluation on bare-metal devices shown in
Listing 2. Previous implementations of the interface have a low
bandwidth between the host and device can quickly become the
bottleneck of code generation.

/* Read num_bytes from addr into buffer */
void Read(Ptr addr, void *buffer, size_t num_bytes);
/* Write num_bytes to addr from buffer */
void Write(Ptr addr, const void *buffer, size_t

num_bytes);↪→

/* Start execution at func_addr and return at

stop_addr */↪→

void Execute(Ptr func_addr, Ptr stop_addr);

Listing 2: Functions required for the µTVM device interface.
Ptr denotes a pointer in the target device’s memory. void *
denotes a pointer on the compile server.

We propose an implementation of the host-device interface for
accelerators hosted on heterogeneous FPGA platforms. An exam-
ple of such a platform would be Xilinx Zynq, which has fabricated
ARM CPU cores built into the same die as the FPGA. Such plat-
forms enablemutual high-speed access to the systemmemory from
both the FPGA and the host ARMprocessor [27] [23].The fast inter-
face improves code evaluation throughput and shortens the time
for creating an optimal DNN kernel with AutoTVM. With shared
memory, the Read and Write functions of the interface are natu-
rally expressed as coherent reads andwrites to the host processor’s
memory. The Execute function is implemented with the help of
the monitor software that runs on the target CPU.

4.2 Hardware and Software System
The SoC platform for code evaluation is based on the Rocket Chip
SoC generator, featuring a single 64-bit Rocket Chip CPU corewith
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Figure 2: Block diagram for the evaluation platform in
FPGA.

virtual memory support. An inclusive last-level cache (LLC) imple-
mentation from SiFive is included to explore the cached memory
access behaviors discussed in Section 2.3. A UART controller pro-
vides a lightweight communication channel to implement the host-
device interface, as described in Section 4.1. The block diagram for
the evaluation platform is shown in Figure 2.

A monitor software is needed on the Rocket Chip SoC to im-
plement the host-device interface. The monitor software is based
on the OpenSBI firmware. On Execute call from the code gener-
ation host, the host ARM processor sends the desired func_addr
and stop_addr to the monitor over the UART link. The monitor
software replaces the instruction at the stop address with an in-
valid opcode, unimp, and jumps to the function address. Once the
code being evaluated runs to stop_addr, the CPU will jump to the
invalid opcode trap handler, which is provided by the monitor soft-
ware. The trap handler then reports the execution time to the host
ARM processor. The run time of the code being evaluated is mea-
sured via the cycle Control and Status Register (CSR) to provide
accurate timing. We run the generated code in S-mode and protect
the monitor code and data with RISC-V Physical Memory Protec-
tion (PMP) [32]. The host ARM processor handles TVM RPC re-
quests from the compiler server over Ethernet and forwards them
to the evaluation platform in FPGA. The host processor software
enforces the control flow of the RISC-V processor via the Rocket
Chip reset signal connected over GPIO. The execution flow of the
host and monitor software is shown in Figure 3.

5 CASE STUDY OF GEMMINI
To evaluate the proposed methodology for RoCC accelerators, we
present the flow of generating code for the Gemmini [15] accelera-
tor as a case study to show the quality of the code generated as well
as the efficiency of the flow. We use TVM [10] as the code genera-
tion framework, with somemodifications to implement the flow as
described in Section 3. We test the performance of the code gener-
ated for Gemmini on a Rocket Chip SoCmapped to FPGA, running
at 100 MHz. We implement the test platform described in Section 4
on a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ ZCU102 Evaluation Board [34].

5.1 Gemmini Overview
We first briefly describe the data flow design and programming
model of the Gemmini GEMM accelerator. The Gemmini RoCC ac-
celerator implements GEMM with a systolic array structure. The
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core logic of computation consists of an array of Processing Ele-
ments (PEs). The bias matrix is preloaded into the internal accu-
mulators of the PEs, and the matrices are pushed through the sys-
tolic array, accumulatingA×B on top of D. Gemmini includes two
memory regions inside the accelerator, the scratchpad and the ac-
cumulator, for holding input and output data from the PE array.
In the default Gemmini configuration, the scratchpad and accumu-
lator are 256KiB and 64 KiB. Gemmini employs a decoupled-load-
access memory access pattern, providing separate instructions for
computation and data movement. Three main instructions are pro-
vided to perform data movement in two directions and to perform
computation.

Gemmini uses mixed normal RISC-V and custom RoCC instruc-
tions. The RISC-V CPU code handles data partitioning while the
accelerator performs DMA operations and calculation. The DMA
engine operations’ completion is asynchronous to the retire of the
memory access instructions.Thismemory architecture requires ex-
plicit fence instructions for data consistency. Gemmini provides
a hand-tuned GEMM kernel for applications. Two-levels of input
tiling are performed to saturate accelerator memory with the in-
put and output matrices for the optimal data reuse in accelerator
scratchpad. The kernel is then used to implement a convolution
kernel via the Im2Col [7] transformation. The kernels are used to
implement deep learning applications for the accelerator.

5.2 Implementing the Code Generation Flow
Two sets of constraints apply to the maximum input sizes that can
be handled in one turn for Gemmini. The limitations are due to
two limiting factors, the scratchpad capacity, and the accumulator
capacity. Given the set of hardware customization parameters, we
derive the constraints for input matrix sizes. Assuming that the
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input words are wi bits each, the accumulator words are wa bits
each, the scratchpad memory is bs bytes, the accumulator memory
is ba bytes, and the input matrices are of i × j and j × k , the size
constraints for the tensor intrinsic are:

i · k ·wa/8 ≤ ba (1)
(i · j + j · k) ·wi/8 ≤ bs (2)

With default Gemmini parameters of 8-bit input words, 32-bit
accumulator words, 256 KiB scratchpad, and 64 KiB accumulator,
the maximum input dimensions the accelerator can accept in one
turnA is 128×1024 and 1024×128 for B. The minimum block size
of the systolic array accepts is 16. We implement the tensor intrin-
sic for a GEMMkernel in C and inline assembly. Besides input with
sizes that match the accelerator memory, inputs that are smaller
than the maximum allowed size are also accepted to explore the
trade-off between accelerator data reuse and cache performance.
The DMA engine of Gemmini supports partial loads that does not
fill a single line of the systolic array. In case the input size is not
divisible by the systolic array dimensions, the generated code is-
sues such partial loads and stores to the DMA engine to provide
padding in the accelerator memory correctly.

5.3 Generated CodeQuality
Wegenerate code targetingGemminiwithAutoTVM to verify func-
tionality and performance. We define a simple schedule space that
performs loop axis split on the three axes in GEMM. The hand-
tuned kernel applies the same tiling and reordering optimization,
but with predetermined factors to saturate accelerator memory.
We present the performance comparison results in Figure 4. The
baseline performance is fromGemmini’s provided hand-tuned ker-
nel that saturates the accelerator memory. The AutoTVM kernel is
selected from up to 100 random trials from the schedule space. We
can see that the L2 cache does provide a consistent performance
boost of over 10% across all input sizes.
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We recognize that the AutoTVM-generated kernels show per-
formance on par with the hand-tuned kernel for all input sizes. An
interesting observation is that the generated kernel performs con-
siderably better on smaller inputs. We anticipate that this is due to
the hand-tuned kernel having more overhead in non-computation
parts than the automatically generated version, as the code gen-
eration framework tends to perform inlining and optimizations
more radically. Figure 5 shows the proportion of RoCC instruc-
tions issued to all instructions issued for the generated and hand-
tuned code for different input sizes. We can see that as the input
sizes increase the proportion approaches a fixed value. This ren-
ders the overhead less significant in time consumption as input
size increases, explaining the similar performance for both kernels
on larger inputs.

5.4 Auto-tuningThroughput
We share the early results of the performance of the proposed eval-
uation platform. Figure 6 shows the tuning throughput in terms
of numbers of evaluations per minute for a GEMM kernel on CPU
for different input matrix sizes compared to the original OpenOCD
JTAG implementation. The proposed platform shows significantly
better tuning efficiency compared to the baseline design.

We believe that the improvement is due to the improvement of
efficiency of the communication scheme. The amount of data to
be transferred in each trial is proportional to the square of input
size. A back-of-the-envelope calculation shows that the amount
of data needed for one turn of tuning quickly approaches several
megabytes for larger inputs. This matches what we can see in Fig-
ure 6: as input size increases, the tuning throughput of theOpenOCD
implementation quickly collapses due to bandwidth bound. In the
meantime, the Zynq platform shows stable tuning throughput re-
gardless of workload size due to the surplus bandwidth from the
shared memory system. The proposed evaluation platform design
greatly improves the efficiency of code evaluation, especially for
larger inputs, in auto-tuning on heterogeneous SoC platforms.
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Figure 6: Tuning performance comparison between the pro-
posed Zynq platform and the OpenOCD JTAG platform.The
tuning throughput is shown in trials per minute.

6 RELATEDWORK
The introduction of closely-coupled acceleratorswith RoCCgreatly
extends the frontier of hardware-accelerated processing by allow-
ing easy addition to the processor ISA. Besides Gemmini discussed
in this work, Hwacha [17] introduces a new vector architecture
for elegant, performant, and energy-efficient vector processing on
modern data-parallel architectures. The SHA3 RoCC accelerator
[28] enables high-performance secure hash calculation on embed-
ded platforms. SMURF [6] brings hardware-accelerated Variable
Precision (VP) Floating Point (FP) for high-performance comput-
ing servers as an alternative to VP FP software routines.

Besides the pattern in TVM of the user providing operator def-
inition and schedule instructions, automatic code generation can
have different approaches. Glow [26] lowers the traditional neural
network dataflow graph into a two-phase strongly-typed interme-
diate representation, allowing the optimizer to perform domain-
specific optimizations. The MLIR [16] project defines a common
intermediate representation (IR) that unifies the infrastructure re-
quired to execute high-performance machine learning models in
TensorFlow [1] and similar ML frameworks. µTVM [4] first intro-
duced and implemented the host-device interface described in Sec-
tion 4.1. In µTVM’s implementation, the host uses OpenOCD with
JTAG or other debug protocols to implement the interface func-
tions. TVM also offers an RPC interface to communicate with more
powerful targets such as Android devices to perform code evalua-
tion.

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced the paradigm of automatic code gen-
eration for RoCC accelerators. We validated the feasibility of the
proposed flow via a case study of code generation for the Gemmini
accelerator with TVM. We also presented an efficient evaluation
platform design to make auto-tuning for heterogeneous platforms
realistic for real-world applications. We hope that this will open
the possibilities of automatic code generation for accelerators in
the RISC-V ecosystem.
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